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Abstract: During the last year the Group of Atmospheric Electricity Phenomena (FEA/UFPR) developed a 

short range lightning location network based on a sensor device called Storm Detector Network (SDN), along 

with a set of algorithms that enables to track storms, determining the Wide Area Probability (WAP) of lightning 

occurrence, risk level of lightning and Density Extension of the Flashes (DEF), using the geo-located lightning 

information as input data. These algorithms compose a Dashboard called Tracking Storm Interface (TSI), 

which is the visualization tool for an experimental short range Storm Detector network prototype in use on 

the region of Curitiba-Paraná, Brazil. The algorithms make use of Geopandas and clustering algorithms to 

locate storms, estimate centroids, determine dynamic storm displacement and compute parameters of 

thunderstorms like velocity, head edge of electrified cloud, Mean Stroke Rate, and tracking information, which 

are important parameters to improve the alert system which is subject of this research. To validate these 

algorithms we made use of a simple storm simulation, which enabled to test the system with huge amounts 

of data. We found that, for long duration storms, the tracking results, velocity and directions of the storms are 

coherent with the values of simulation and can be used to improve an alert system for the Storm Detector 

network. WAP can reach at least 75% of prediction efficiency when used 6 past WAP data, but can 

reach 
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HIGHLIGHTS

 Storm Dynamics (path/velocity/heading) coherent with the simulation values.

 Alerts: 86.57% effective alarms for short/long time storms for cells ahead the storm.

 WAP: 75-99% of lightning’s in area of probability predictions.
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98.86% efficiency when more data is available. We use storm dynamics to make improved alert predictions, 

reaching an efficiency of ~87%. 

Keywords: lightning; detection efficiency; location accuracy; short range detector; lightning risk alert system.

INTRODUCTION

Last year the Group of Atmospheric Electricity Phenomena (FEA/UFPR) developed a short range 

network prototype using a sensor device called Storm Detector device (SD) [1], which was formerly used 

mainly for research purposes, equipped with an AS3935 sensor [4] for lightning detection, controlled by an 

ESP32 [5], a System-On-Chip (SoC) microprocessor. It also embeds a GPS device for location/time 

synchronization and a small storage device for data logging. The ESP32 also has several embedded 

features, like WiFi and Bluetooth, which makes it suitable for standard Internet of Things (IoT) applications 

[5]. The  Storm Detector Device firmware now supports network services, like remote lightning detection and 

geolocation data gathering through Message Queueing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol [6]. The 

network, called Storm Detector Network (SDN) is now composed by 5 Storm Detector devices distributed in 

the region of Curitiba-Paraná, Brazil and it is in the homologation phase of development. 

Lightning location network (LLN) data is used to access storm risks and compute lightning flash density 

(Ng) [7], It is also used at real-time by meteorological communities to forecast severe weather [11, 12]. The 

LLN performance parameters are defined to at least Detection Efficiency (DE), Location Accuracy (LA) and 

Classification Accuracy (CA) [7]. The Storm Detector Device was designed to be a low-cost alternative to 

access storm risks and alerts in large areas where communication and/or financial resources are a major 

problem, such as rural areas, remote electricity facilities, oil refineries, airports, tourist areas, electrical 

systems and populations close to mountainous regions, offering acceptable performance for such tasks, such 

as reasonable LA and real-time operation [1]. 

The Storm Detector Network algorithms are used to select detection events belonging to the same 

lightning and geo-locate them using Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) [13-15] as the main algorithm 

and True Range Lateration (TRL) [8-10] as an initial solution provider to determine the lightning geo-location. 

The detection events separation algorithms make use of Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Application with 

Noise (DBSCAN) algorithm [3] to separate the detected events in both time and space, and uses a 

combination of an algorithm inspired in Secure Positioning of Wireless Devices with Application to Sensor 

Networks Algorithm (SECPOS) [16] and raster scan to separate lightning events in the same area and time, 

eventually eliminating outliers and strange measures. Storm Detector Network is now capable of locating 

lightning events with 97% of Total Detection Efficiency (TDE) and a LA of 2 km of 90% confidence interval, 

with a mean LA of 532 m.

Lightning risk warnings are based on the nearest lightning location, which, without any more information 

or processing, is the main reason for low effective alarm rates. The effort to collect storm dynamics is aimed 

to at least partially solve the problem of false alarms, because it is possible to say that locations on the leading 

edge of the storm are likely to be effective under a storm at the moment or in the next minutes, while in the 

same way the locations on the rear edge of a storm are likely to be on a low alert level. The velocity and 

direction of storm dynamics are keys to develop better alert systems, helping to put more locations where 

the 
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alert is likely to be effective knowing these parameters. Moreover, storm tracking information and lightning 

density estimates are important topics regarding lightning risk analysis.

TrackingStorm Interface (this case a web environment) is based on Storm Detector Network and it shows 

processed data from network lightning locations, which at first are grouped in density areas called, by the 

way, storms. The thunderstorm areas are processed through a pipeline to give some prospects about the 

lightning behavior, and estimates movements of the electric charge center (that is, the centroids of 

thunderstorm area), determine its velocity and direction, the average of events in the area (Mean Stroke 

Rate), Wide Area of Probability of lightning occurrence (WAP) and computes densities estimates, like Density 

Extension of the Flashes (DEF) and Risk Level of lightning occurrence. The main goal of this pipeline is to 

gather information about the storms to help make an improved alert system which, along TrackingStorm 

Interface, will inform and recommend actions based on more data than only lightning. This article describes 

the TrackingStorm Pipeline (TSP) process and the tests made using a simple storm simulation process to 

input huge amounts of lightning data into Storm Detector Network, using a hypothetical sensor network 

deployed in the area of Paraná state as a lightning detection network. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Programming Languages 

The simulation script, the TrackingStorm Pipeline and server side TrackingStorm Interface were 

implemented using Python language, version 3.8 [17]. It also uses Numba JIT Compiler [18] to improve 

performance when possible. We made use of Flask microweb Framework [19] for server side interface, Scikit-

Learn [20] library for clustering algorithms and Geopandas library [2] for geographic data manipulation 

(intersection, overlays, joins, unary unions and convex hull).

The TrackingStorm Interface frontend make use of JavaScript, HTML and Mapbox for presenting data. 

We use the MySQL database engine to store lightning information by Storm Detector Network and to 

keep track of storms in TrackingStorm Pipeline. We also use MongoDB database engine to store the 

geographic layers produced by TrackingStorm Pipeline and to present processed information to the 

TrackingStorm Interface frontend by the server side system.

TrackingStorm Tools

Lightnings

The lightning location is considered as a basis for all the tools described in this section. By default it is 

selected a snapshot from the last 15 minutes of all lightning locations from Storm Detector Network. The 

snapshot is, then used to compute other tools described in this section. It shows the last lightning in the user 

interface. 

Storm Areas

We define a storm area with polygons that surround the lightning of a given group/storm and is the first 

extracted information of the lightning location. A storm is defined as a group high density of lightning in a 

spatial domain. From the lightning locations, it is obtained by clustering the lightning using the distance 

between them as a grouping criterion. It shows an area encircled by a black line in the user interface and 

represents the identified storms. 

Wide Area Probability of Lightning Occurrence (WAP)

The movement of electrically active storms cannot be predicted directly by the SD Device, however, we 

can consider the use of grouped and synchronized CG lightning detection measures to establish a geometric 

perimeter around the subsequent lightning, taking the preceding lightning as a reference. Therefore, as the 

electrical storm evolves at the time and the frequency of CG lightning increases, the algorithm begins to 

process the data every minute, thus, wider areas appear in the geo-located overlay on the map. 

As the clustering considers multivariate space and time of lightning data, using numerical methods, is 

created a vertex geometry that coincides with all precursor lightning. 

As lightning strikes are associated with the number of electrically active storms and the electric charges 

center of that storm, new wide areas can appear in real time, thus creating wide areas where lightning strikes, 

called Wide Area Probability, can occur. In this way, Wide Area Probability acts as a dynamic 

response 
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support that pre-determines specific (wide) areas in which lightning strikes can occur in the following minutes. 

It shows orange ellipses in the user interface, where the first WAP areas are faded and the last are vivid, 

representing the evolution of the storm according to this tool.

Storm Tracking

A representative point of a polygon is the mass center from its area, also called a centroid. The tracking 

tool keeps the historical information of the storm centroids for use in storm dynamics computation. It also 

shows a path in the user interface where the identified storm has moved from the beginning to the current 

time in the user interface, represented by a thin blue line inside the identified storm, from the first to the last 

centroid of the storm. 

Storm Dynamics

An important information extracted from the tracking tool historical data is the storm dynamics. By 

dynamics we mean the movement of the electric charges center of a storm, which is useful to predict where 

the storm is heading, allowing the system to make alert predictions in a pro-active way. The velocity and 

dynamic direction of an active electrical thunderstorm are computed using the last two tracking centroids, if 

available. Also, are computed and recorded the Mean Stroke Rate (MSR), defined as the count of the 

occurred lightning within the storm area per 5 minutes.

The actual parameter values are in fact a moving average of the past 5 results of the computed ones, 

which TrackingStorm Pipeline also maintains an historical record to make it possible. It shows a blue dot, a 

blue dashed faded line and a blue arrow in the user interface, indicating the last storm centroid, the predicted 

path where the storm will be in the near future and heading of the storm. It also shows storm duration, mean 

stroke rate and velocity, when the mouse pointer is over the blue dot.

Density Extension of the Flashes (DEF)

The Density Extension of the Flashes (DEF) is a method used in the monitoring of lightning by satellite 

and that we integrate its methodology as another product of TrackingStorm Pipeline. We quantify the intensity 

of the storm according to cloud-to-ground lightning, triangulated by a network of Storm Detector sensors. 

This method is based on the density of flashes on the ground per minute of storm (flashes x km-2
 x min-1) 

computed assuming fixed squares of 1 km x 1 km. Since the size of the square roughly corresponds to the 

electric charges center of a typical storm, the density of flashes for a square defines a unitary storm, 

accumulated from 1 to 5 minutes. The Density of Extension of the Flashes assists in the temporal analysis 

of the accumulation of lightning strikes that occur per km2, that is, within a Wide Area Probability per unit of 

time (minutes), allowing observing the evolution of the frequency of lightning over that area. It shows a colored 

grid in the user interface, from green to red, where green indicates a low density area and red indicates a 

high density area. 

Risk Level of Lightning Occurrence 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [22] defines Lightning Alert Levels (LAL) 

in a scale of 6 levels, given as:

 LAL 1: No thunderstorms 

 LAL2: Isolated thunderstorms. Light rain will occasionally reach the ground. Lightning is very

infrequent, 1 to 5 cloud to ground strikes in a five minute period.
 LAL 3: Widely scattered thunderstorms. Light to moderate rain will reach the ground. Lightning is

infrequent, 6 to 10 cloud to ground strikes in a 5 minute period.
 LAL 4: Scattered thunderstorms. Moderate rain is commonly produced Lightning is frequent, 11 to 15

cloud to ground strikes in a 5 minute period.
 LAL 5: Numerous thunderstorms. Rainfall is moderate to heavy. Lightning is frequent and intense,

greater then 15 cloud to ground strikes in a 5 minute period.
 LAL 6: Dry lightning (same as LAL 3 but without rain). This type of lightning has the potential for

extreme fire activity and is normally highlighted in fire weather forecasts with a Red Flag Warning.
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The TrackingStorm also shows lightning alert level but since TrackingStorm Pipeline has no data about 

rainfalls, only lightning, using NOAA’s scale is particularly difficult. TrackingStorm Pipeline defines lightning 

risk level by cells like Density Extension of the Flashes, not by storms, and assumes no hypothesis about 

rainfalls. It defines a scale of 4 risks levels (RL), given as:

 RL 0 (No risk): no lightning in the cell in a 5 minute period.
 RL 1 (Light risk): 1 or 2 lightning in the cell in a 5 minute period.
 RL 2 (Moderate risk): 3 to 4 lightning in the cell in a 5 minute period.
 RL 3 (Severe Risk):  more than 4 lightning in the cell in a 5 minute period.

Although the storm area, from an alert perspective, is under alert of lightning events, the risk level 

definition shows how sparse is the thunderstorm. In other words, Risk Level shows how Mean Stroke Rate 

or NOAA’s lightning activity is distributed along the space. It shows a grid in the user interface, like Density 

Extension of the Flashes, under the colors of yellow (Light risk), orange (Moderate risk) and red (Severe risk). 

Risk Level also shows a list of cities under risk of lightning occurrence, defined from the user location, 

indicating, when possible, the cities around the user point that are on alerts. 

Alerts

Alerts is a user location based tool, which indicates alert predictions in user location, taking in 

consideration the storm dynamics and storm area. It uses a 2.5 km x 2.5 km grid of the coverage area from 

the entire Storm Detector Network hypothetical sensor network. Using the current storm dynamics (specially 

velocity and heading) and Mean Stroke Rate, it can make a projection of the alert cell candidates in the next 

15 minutes. 

For initiating storms and short time lightning events, the strategy of use the storm dynamics will fail. For 

these cases, the alert system marks cells that are under alert using only lightning as an input data. However, 

for well stablished storm dynamics, that is, for storms that a are more than 15 minutes old, it takes the 

following approach: 

 The first derivative of Mean Stroke Rate gives insights about storm activity and so, used to predict

storm lifespan in the future. The lifespan prediction tells if a storm can endure more 15 minutes or not.

It returns a prediction horizon of 15 minutes if lifespan prediction is more than 15 minutes, the

computed lifespan otherwise;
 For recently detected storm areas, prediction horizon will be the storm lifespan until it reaches 15

minutes; 

 Project the storm area along the projected lifespan, to mark alert cell candidates; 

 The alert level is given by computing the distance of each cell to the nearest lightning event in the

head of the storm. 

The TrackingStorm Interface tells the server about the user location and wraps this position to the nearest 

system coverage cell. To the user, alerts appear as a button where the color icons – yellow, orange and red 

– indicates the alert level as light, moderate and severe alert, based on the distance of the nearest lightning

location, given as: 

 Cell – Nearest Lightning distance >= 45 km: no alert, the lightning is too far to represent risk to the

user. 

 45 km >= Cell – Nearest Lightning distance >= 30 km: yellow flag (light alert), tells the user to stay

alert about lightning risk (a storm is approaching or, in case of short time events or not well stablished

storm dynamics, a lightning occurred within 45 and 30km from the user cell).
 30 km >= Cell – Nearest Lightning distance >= 15 km: orange flag (moderate alert), tells the user to

prepare to find some cover (storm approaching and is near the user cell).
 Cell – Nearest Lightning distance <= 15 km: red flag (severe alarm), tells the user to find cover

immediately (storm/lightning overhead). 
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Lightning Data

Lightning data is generated by a simulation script that, considering a selected random areas called 

storms (are circles with a given radius), inserts lightning in storms and inserts detection events obtained from 

lightning into Storm Detector Network , using an hypothetical sensor network deployed on the area of Paraná 

state. The simulation takes in consideration the parameters found in [1] for sensor distance estimation, given 

as: 

LE(δ)  = -1.667 x10⁻⁵ δ ³ + 0.003501 δ ² – 0.2563 δ  + 13.5, (1) 

Where, LE represents the natural logarithm of the sensor energy parameter and δ is the distance in km. 

The simulation also takes advantage of the Absolute Detection Efficiency (ADE) curve also found by [1] to 

compute the detection probability of each hypothetical sensor, given as:

ADESD(δ) =  88.11 (1 – 1/(1 + 309.6 EXP(-0.2888 δ)) . (2) 

For each lightning event, the simulation computes the distance to each sensor, then computes the 

detection probability also for each sensor and determine the sensors in detection state doing a simple 

Bernoulli trial, using the output of a random generator to compare with the probabilities given by (2). The 

sensor location error [1] of +/- 3km is inserted to each sensor computed distance as an additive gaussian 

noise. The simulation sends the data of each sensor to Storm Detector Network server using MQTT protocol, 

using a JavaScript-Object Notation (JSON) package defined by Storm Detector Network as a detection 

package. Storm Detector Network processes the sensor events and gives the lightning location.

Lightning Processing 

The main goal of TrackingStorm Pipeline is to classify the incoming lightning events to group it in areas 

of lightning occurrence or storms were this task, is make by a clustering algorithm: DBSCAN.

Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Application with Noise (DBSCAN) is a clustering method that builds 

areas based on its density connected. DBSCAN is a type of partition clustering where high density areas are 

considered clusters whereas low-density or incompatible clusters are regarded as noise [21]. It is designed 

to find clusters and noise in a spatial dataset [3] using 2 parameters: minimum number of points to form a 

cluster (min_points) and maximum distance to consider two points as connected (eps) [3]. DBSCAN works 

well in 2D and 3D euclidean spaces, as well with any distance function. In our case, the main goal of DBSCAN 

is to find dense regions of lightning occurrence, to form storm areas that enables to compute storm 

parameters. We use the Scikit-Learn [20] DBSCAN implementation, along with a haversine function wrapper 

to implement geographic distance required by the algorithm. By default, min_points is set to 2 points and eps 

is set to 5 km to density reachability. As input data for the clustering process, each minute we select a 

snapshot from the last 15 minutes of lightning activity. Storm identification is make by detecting lightning 

events that are already grouped in storms any time within 15 minutes. If none of the lightning events were 

grouped by past runs, a new group of lightnings is formed and properly identified. 

The storm areas are formed using geometric manipulations on a geographic dataframe from Geopandas 

(geopandas. GeoDataframe). By the way, the storm area is the polygon that surrounds all the lightning points 

for a given cluster/storm. Geopandas geometric manipulations gives the storm area with a little code, once 

the lighting locations of a given cluster are inserted in a geographic dataframe, all there is to do is a unary 

union of all geometry field followed by a convex_hull procedure. 

Once the storm areas are defined and identified, the TrackingStorm Pipeline computes the Wide Area 

Probability of lightning occurrence (WAP) for each storm area. The TrackingStorm Pipeline also computes 

the mass center or centroids of all storm areas. The storm centroids are useful to keep track of storm 

movements in space and are used as a basis for storm dynamics computation (velocity, direction, heading 

and Mean Stroke Rate). 

Historical data of storm centroids are collected and form the Tracking tool, which is the path where the 

storm moves through space. Storm Dynamics is computed using the distance between the 2 last centroids  

in the historical data, if available. TrackingStorm Pipeline also keeps historical data from dynamics and then 

determine the velocity, direction, heading and Mean Stroke Rate from the moving average of the last 5 

elements of historical unfiltered dynamics data.

Density Extension of The Flashes, Risk Level and Alerts computations are pretty straightforward, once 

the storm area is determined, TrackingStorm Pipeline puts a grid of 1 km x 1 km inside the storm and counts 

the events in each cell. This is done by Geopandas geometric manipulation procedures (join and dissolve), 
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to count the events inside the same cell. All there is to do is divide by area and time window (Density 

Extension of the Flashes) and divide by time window / 5 (Risk Level). The alerts are computed at the end of 

pipeline because TrackingStorm Pipeline needs to know storm dynamics and areas to give alerts, projecting 

the storm evolution into the future and computing alerts using the distance of the nearest lightning location 

to each cell as parameter.

RESULTS 

Data Generation 

We simulated 40 storms in the simulation scenario, to test TrackingStorm Pipeline and TrackingStorm 

user the web interface. The thunderstorms parameters are: 

 Storm radius: 1 to 5 km, randomly chosen.
 Storm Velocity: 5 to 50 km/h, randomly chosen.
 Storm Stroke Ratio:  10 to 40 lightnings/min, randomly chosen.
 Storm Duration: 40 to 60 minutes, randomly chosen.

A total of 36952 lightnings locations are inserted on the database by Storm Detector Network. We keep 

record of the storm in a separate file to compare with storm detection, tracking and storm dynamics. Values 

like velocity, Mean Stroke Rate, heading and centroid location are kept to compare with the computed values 

of TrackingStorm Pipeline.

Storm Identification

TrackingStorm Pipeline identified and tracked all of the 40 storms inserted by the simulator. However, 

there are some lighting events (1848 in total) that has no correspondence with any storm. This is expected 

because: 

 Storm Detector Network data are with ~5 % of misplaced lightning locations (Location error >= 6 km).
 TrackingStorm Pipeline Storm Identification algorithms eliminates data that don’t fit the eps criteria

(Two lightnings are to be 5 km from each other to be considered a storm).

Then this lightning loss (~5%) can be considered acceptable for good performance.

In the same way, storm areas generated from identified storms are slightly lower that the actual area 

from the original storm (~2% lower), which is coherent with the lightning loss of storm identification. It also 

indicated that misplaced lightning locations are, by default, outside the storm area. However, TrackingStorm 

Pipeline still identifies the storm area with a mean accuracy of 98%.

Tracking and Storm Dynamics 

Figure 1 resumes The Tracking and Storm Dynamics tools of TrackingStorm for a chosen representative 

storm: 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Storm Dynamics parameters: (a) Snapshot of the Tracking and Storm Dynamics tools in action, for the chosen 
representative storm. The thin blue line represents the path the storm has moved, the blue dashed line is the last 
movement direction, the blue arrow is the heading of the storm and the dark blue dot is the last centroid location. Storm 
Dynamics also shows velocity, Mean Stroke Rate and storm elapsed time when the pointer passes over the last known 
centroid location (b) Evolution of storm velocity for the entire storm lifespan. 

In Figures 1 and 2, the simulated values are shown as dashed lines. Storm Dynamics parameters 

determination relies on Tracking tool who gathers information about the storm centroids location over the 

time. The thin blue line in Figure 1(a) is the path formed by the past centroids location in the storm history. 

The centroids aren’t well determined at the storm starts, so is the velocity and heading of the storm. This 

occurs because at the start TrackingStorm Pipeline don’t have enough data to determine storm dynamics 

and any data collected by this tool is unreliable from the start until approximately 10 to 20 minutes. After that 

the parameters values are reliable for alert predictions. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Storm Dynamics parameters: (a) Evolution of the storm heading for the entire storm lifespan (b) Evolution of 

Mean Stroke Rate for the entire storm lifespan.

The heading parameter, in the most cases analyzed, is the first parameter to settle, taking about 4-6 

minutes to converge to the simulated value. The velocity, also important for alert predictions, takes 

approximately 15 minutes to converge. Mean Stroke Rate presents a positive slope at storm beginning, 

converging to simulated value after 20 minutes, and has a negative slope after the storm stops producing 

lightning data. Mean Stroke Rate slopes are determined by lightning snapshot time window (15 minutes) 

and 
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by moving average filter (5 raw measures to settle). After settlement, the velocity, heading and Mean Stroke 

Rate stays nearly the simulation values until the storm stops.

Wide Area Probability (WAP)

Figure 3 shows the Wide Area Probability Tool in action and the Wide Area Probability analysis made 

using entire lightning dataset of a chosen representative storm:

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Wide Area Probability Tool in action: (a) A snapshot of the Wide Area Probability tool in action. Wide Area 
Probability are represented by orange ellipsis in TrackingStorm Interface showing where the lightning are more likely to 
occur. (b) Efficiency of lightning occurrence in the already defined Wide Area Probability versus the amount of past Wide 
Area Probability that defines the delimiting area. It shows that it takes approximately 6 past Wide Area Probability data 
to have at least 75% efficiency and it can reach near 99% as the storm evolves and TSP uses more Wide Area 
Probability data.

Wide Area Probability tool shows orange ellipsis in TrackingStorm Interface, which the vivid ones are the 

last Wide Area Probability data. Wide Area Probability analysis shows that, for a single Wide Area Probability 

data, the next lightning will occur in this area with a probability of ~40%, increasing when we add more  data. 

It takes approximately 6 past Wide Area Probability data to reach a probability of 75%, increasing fast to 95% 

when we have 20 past Wide Area Probability data to analyze, until it reaches 98.86% for more than 30 past 

Wide Area Probability data. The explanation is, as the storm evolves, Wide Area Probability wraps around 

the storm enlarging its area, delimiting the region where the lightnings should occur. 

Density Extension of Flashes (DEF)

Figure 4 shows Density Extension of Flashes (DEF) tool in two different storms, with different radios and 

Mean Stroke Rates. Figure 4(a) shows a sparse storm, where Density Extension of Flashes is diluted among 

many cells and rarely reaches high values, while Figure 4(b) shows denser areas where Density Extension 

of Flashes has high values.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Density Extension of Flashes Tool in action: (a) A snapshot of the tool from a sparse, medium Mean Stroke 

Rate storm. It shows that the lightnings are scattered and rarely form high density cells (There are 3 high density cells 

in the storm area, followed by some cells of medium density and many of low density cells) (b) a snapshot of the tool 

from a dense, medium Mean Stroke Rate storm. It shows that the lightnings in a restricted area and form a center of 

dense cells, surrounded by some cells of medium density. The storm are enclosed by low density cells.

Density Extension of Flashes tool is currently classifying areas from green (low density) to red (high 

density). A sparse storm is shown in the tool as a scattered group of cells, rarely forming high density areas. 

This is what Figure 4(a) shows: a large radius storm with a medium Mean Stroke Rate, or even higher, is 

shown in the tool as scattered and low density because of the huge storm area, that is, although it is classified 

by NOAA’s criteria as intense, in fact, from Density Extension of Flashes perspective it can be demonstrated 

that it has many cells of low density activity. On the other hand. Figure 4(b) shows a low radius, moderate 

Medium Stroke Rate storm in the tool. It has well defined areas of high, medium and low densities and shows 

2 centers of moderate/high density cells.

Risk Level of Lightning Occurrence 

Figure 5 shows Risk Level tool in two different storms, with different radios and Mean Stroke Rates. 

Figure 5(a) shows a sparse storm, where Risk Level is diluted among many cells and rarely reaches high risk 

level, while Figure 5(b) shows denser areas where Risk Level has high risk areas.

Risk Level tool classifies areas of low risk level (yellow), moderate risk level (orange). A sparse storm is 

shown in Risk Level as a scattered group of cells, rarely forming areas of high risk level, as in Figure 5(a). 

This is also caused by the big storm area like in Density Extension of Flashes tool and in this figure we see 

only areas of low risk level. On the other hand, Figure 5(b) shows a low radius, medium Mean Stroke Rate 

storm in Risk Level tool. It has well defined areas of high, moderate and low risk levels and shows 2 centers 

of moderate/high risk levels.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Risk Level Tool in action: (a) A snapshot of Risk Level tool from a sparse, low Mean Stroke Rate storm. It 
shows that the entire storm area is under low risk level of lightning occurrence (b) a snapshot of Risk Level tool from a 
dense, medium Mean Stroke Rate storm. It shows 2 cells in high risk, surrounded by cells of medium risk level. The 
storm area is enclosed by low risk cells.

Alert System Evaluation

Reference [23] sets four parameters to evaluate lightning risk warnings:

 Effective Alarm (EA) is the warning that was triggered before the CG lightning occurred inside the

area of concern(AOC); 

 Lead Time (LT) is the time interval between the time of the warning and the occurrence of a CG

lightning inside the AOC; 

 Failure to warning (FTW), when the CG lightning occurs in the AOC without previous warning;
 False Alarm (FA) is an alarm triggered without the occurrence of a CG inside the AOC.

AOC is defined by TrackingStorm Pipeline analysis as, when a storm is present, as the storm area or a 

circle of 20 km around a cell for initiating storms or short time lightning events, and the EA, FA and FTW are 

defined as: 

 Effective Alarm is an alarm that is triggered by the storm area projection and then confirmed to be in

the storm area in the future or, when we have a short time storm, a lightning inside the cell’s area;
 False Alarm is an alarm triggered by the storm area projection that is not confirmed to be in the storm

area in the future, or is outside the 20 km circle around each cell for short time storms;
 Failure to warning is a lightning that occur without any warning, in both storm the area projection or

the 20 km circle for short time storms.

We evaluated alerts at all cells defined by the coverage area for the 40 simulated storms, computing 

Effective Alarm, False Alarm and Failure to warning and the results are tabulated in Table 1. It shows that 

are there at least 86.57% of effective alarms, computed by evaluation criteria, failing to warn about 55%. In 

other words, when TrackingStorm Pipeline issued an alert for a given cell, there are 86.57% chances that it 

would be effective and are ~55% chances that system will fail at the first warning, since currently the system 

does not predict when the first lightning strikes.

Table 1. EA, FA and FTW obtained by evaluation of TSP Alert system

Parameter Alert Cells % of Data1 

EA 1663 86.57 
FA 258 13.43 
FTW 1046 54.45 

1Percentages are referred to the total of alerts issued by TrackingStorm Pipeline (EA + FA). 
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DISCUSSION

The TrackingStorm Pipeline and Interface test made by simulation showed what we should expect from 

the system. We tested the entire process, from lightning detection, lightning location made by Storm Detector 

Network, storm identification and computing parameters, and TrackingStorm Interface is used to show the 

results. The tools discussed in this paper are based only on lightning locations over time, and are a foundation 

to a short range lighning location network made by SPS/FEA/UFPR.

The results of Storm Identification and Storm Area determination are within expected limits. There are 

5% of misplaced lightning locations from Storm Detector Network, which is coherent with the total lightning 

rejected by Storm Identification, which by the way, reduced the average Storm Area by 2%. 

The Tracking/Storm Dynamics and Wide Area Probability results are, however, surprising. Despite the 

fact that dynamics is inherently delayed by the lightning snapshot window (15 minutes), for long time storms 

it establishes a reliable way to predict which areas will be alerted in the next few minutes, avoiding false 

alarms in areas behind the storm direction, delimiting the alert prediction only to the storm area projection 

and its vicinity in the next few minutes. Considering the last 6 past Wide Area Probability data as an area 

prediction, it reaches at least 75% of efficiency in area on lightning risk, reaching 95% when used the last 20 

past Wide Area Probability data as an area prediction. It could even reaches 98.86% when more than 30 

past Wide Area Probability data is available. 

The results of the alert system employed by TrackingStorm Pipeline is also surprising. It reaches 86.57 % 

of mean Effective Alarms in the 40 storms simulated for this paper, and has a low False Alarm ratio. Indeed, 

it has 54.45% of Fail to Warning, but this behavior is expected, as the network could not predict when the 

first lightning strikes for each of 40 simulated storms. The use of storm dynamics to predict alert areas is 

useful, even for short time storms or lightning events, since the alert system will not extend the storm area 

for long time until it reaches at least 15 minutes of lifespan, minimizing marking alert cells that would 

eventually contribute to False Alarms. 

However, there are some improvements to be made. For example, tracking tool is based only on raw 

location values of the storm area centroids and it is noisy, as we can clearly see in Figure 1(a).  A smoothing 

strategy for data collected by tracking tool or even the use of an extended Kalman filter for storm dynamics 

would, in theory, improves the velocity/heading parameters of storm dynamics. A lightning grid counting like 

we used for Density Extension of the Flashes/Risk Level before storm identification would agglomerate more 

lightnings to storms, due to the fact that it would mitigate location errors and ceil the positions to the area 

centroids, easing the work for DBSCAN algorithm. 

The simulation uses a random strategy to emulate real situations that lightning nature is able to produce 

and to simulate sensor behavior, except for the storm area (currently a circle) and Mean Stroke Rate 

(considered constant, although time effects from simulation produce noisy data). Storm movements are 

governed mainly by wind direction in a real environment and is quite granted that, for short periods of time, it 

will remain constant on a straight line. However, the fact that we can track storms in any direction, as well 

with different Mean Stroke Rates, tells us that the system operation in a real environment is likely to happen 

consistently with simulation efficiency parameters.
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